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CANAL HERITAGE WEEKEND
SHIPLEY, MAY 1st, 2nd & 3rd 1999
The Society’s main annual event will be held, as usual, over the first weekend
in May. This year it will be in Yorkshire, the site being the wharf at Shipley. We are
being assisted by British Waterways, who are keen to develop the canal’s heritage
aspects, and who helping with the promotion of the event. Their heritage boat
Kennet will also be present.
On Friday evening, to start the event, there will be a talk about the canal on
board Apollo’s Water Prince. Over Saturday and Sunday, we hope that there will
be stalls to visit on the towpath, perhaps with ropework and other demonstrations.
If the weather is bad, we should be able to use the car parking area under the
warehouse. There will also be trips by classic bus to the Shipley Glen tramway and
Saltaire.
On Saturday night there will be a barbeque, sponsored by British Waterways,
for society members and British Waterways workers only. This will be free, but
tickets will be necessary, and they will be available from British Waterways Apperley
Bridge office, tel: 01274 611303.
For those members who live far from the canal, Apollo Canal Cruises have
arranged a cheap rate at the new hotel which has been built opposite the warehouse
- an ideal place to stay if you don’t have a boat but want to be part of the event.
Contact Apollo on 01274 595914 for more details.
Both members and non-members are welcome to come by boat, but mooring
around the warehouse will be reserved for wide boats. However, there are good
moorings just through the bridge or at Saltaire.
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The top photo was taken in 1977 from
Weaver when the warehouse was still in
use for storing goods.
The smaller photo shows a detail of some
of the lifting gear which was used in the
warehouse. Hanging from the overhead
crane are a pair of bale hooks, used for
lifting the bales of wool which were stored
here.
Today the warehouse has been converted
to office and leisure use, and an excellent
Bistro on the ground floor offers a variety
of food for visitors to the event.

WHAT’S HAPPENING ALONG THE L&L
Coal Carrying on the Leeds & Liverpool
John Freear
A pair of Ainscough’s boats stranded at Aintree, possibly in
the 1950s. The motor boat in the foreground is Bodicea which
later became one of Rea’s tugs. It is similar to Derek’s boat
Ambush.

L&LC Society member Derek Bent has started a regular
coal carrying service on the Bridgewater Canal and along the
Leeds & Liverpool Canal between Leigh and Liverpool. He is
using the Yarwoods built 70 foot long boat Ambush which was
built for carrying grain from Birkenhead to
Burscough for H. A. Ainscough of Burscough.
It was subsequently employed carrying coal on
the Leigh arm, and was then converted to a trip
boat opperating around Liverpool.
Derek worked on the last British
Waterways carrying boats on the Leeds &
Liverpool around 1960, and in the 1970s used
his boat Weaver on a variety of commercial
traffics. He has spent almost all his working life
promoting the commercial use of canals. Derek
also owns the 70 foot long dumb boat Viktoria,
also built for H. A. Ainscough in 1934. He hopes
to restore her using part of the proceeds from
the coal sales. Derek will deliver coal to your
boat free of charge and can be contacted on
07801 477 457.

OTHER EVENTS
Canal Working Party

The History of French Canals

Sunday 27th June

Saturday 27th March

James Swindells, who is the British Waterways man whose
job is to encouraging greater use of the canal in East Lancashire
and Liverpool is organising a working party to help clean up
the canal and towpath in the Church/Enfield area. Anything
which can encourage more use of this length of the canal needs
supporting, and I hope that members of the Society will come
down and help.
I will be talking to James about our contribution, as
I would like us to do something associated with the canal’s
history. There are several possibilities. The mileposts need to
be found and then the undergrowth cleared from around them,
followed by a coat of paint. The coke ovens and their arm could
also be tidied up to encourage more work on their conservation.
This is something we could do in partnership with members of
the Hyndburn Local History Society.
The short boat Kennet will also be in attendance, and the
event will be well advertised in the locality. It’s certainly an
opportunity for us to promote the Society, and to make sure
that local people find out more the Leeds & Liverpool’s unique
aspects.

There will be a talk by Nicholas Hammond on the History
of French Canals at 2-30pm in the Epworth Room at Silsden
Methodist Church. Organised for the Society by John Stott (tel:
01535 656649), it will not only expand your knowledge of canal
history, but allow you to meet other members of the Society. The
afternoon will include refreshments and a raffle, and it promises
to be just as enjoyable as the meeting we held at Barrowford.

British Waterways Big Band Bash
Wigan Jazz Festival, 9-11 July
British Waterways will be promoting an event at Wigan
in July 1999 called, wait for it:- "British Waterways Big Bang
Bash, Wigan Jazz Festival". On the 9th,10th, and the 11th July
all Leeds & Liverpool Canal users are invited to the Jazz festival
that week. We are proposing a hospitality night and discounted
tickets for main attractions so let us know if anyone wishes to
come! All the water frontage outside the B.W. office / basin is
available to boats and plenty of free car parking for visitors to
Trenchfield Mill where the main jazz attractions will be hosted.
Full final details will be circulated shortly, so if you want to
provisionally book yourself,your club or organisation please
contact :- Sephanie Rea (Marketing Manager) 01942 - 242239
This would also be a good opportunity to see the new lock gates
on the dry dock at Wigan!
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Canal Recording Weekend
6th & 7th March 1999
Over the weekend of the 6th and 7th March, the society
will be taking part in a pilot project with the aim of recording
Britain’s canal heritage. On Saturday 6th March we will be
looking at the remaining historical features along the canal
around Apperley Bridge. Those wishing to take part should meet
at the British Waterways yard there at 11-00am. There will be
a short training session, so that people will understand more
about how recording is undertaken, followed after lunch by
practical work to record the area around the yard.
On Sunday 7th March, the venue will be Wigan. We will
meet at mid-day in the cafe behind Trencherfield Mill in the
Wigan Pier complex. We can have lunch while discussing the
project. Afterwards we will look at the area around the 23rd
lock and the canal from Seven Stars Bridge to Crooke.
Please make the effort to come along, as I am sure you
will be pleasantly surprised at what we will find. The more I
look at sections of canal, the more I find that I had not seen - or
understood - previously. There is nothing quite like identifying
something that has not been recognised for years.
Those who have followed reports in earlier editions
of Clogs and Gansey will know that we have already started
recording the remaining historical features of the Leeds &
Liverpool. This is regarded as increasingly important by British

Waterways who have set up the Waterway Character Project to
establish what are the important features of each canal. Three
canals have been chosen for the pilot project, the Grand Union,
the Grantham and the Leeds & Liverpool. The report on the L&LC
is due out in the middle of this year.
The object of our recording project is to locate and
identify all the features which remain from the days when the
canal was used commercially. Mileposts - or their location if
they are missing - need to be found; remains from the days of
horse boating, such as bridge rollers and horse ramps need
identifying; lock furniture, such as bollards and paddle gear
need to be recorded, particularly when they are of an older
pattern; larger structures, such as buildings or bridges also
need recording.
Copies of the results of the project will be kept in several
places and will be used to ensure that the smaller items
associated with the canal’s heyday do not disappear. Such things
as mileposts and bridge rollers could also be re-instated where
they have been found to be missing. Hopefully, the end result
will be that people in future years can walk along the towpath
and still see features that relate to the time when the canal was
a vital form of transport.
A piece of ironwork protecting the
stonework just above the wooden
bridge across the two-rise lock
at Dowley Gap. The ironwork is
grooved by abrasion from tow ropes.
Was this piece of ironwork fitted
to stop damage to the stonework?
It is this sort of detail which you
only find when examining the canal
environment thoroughly, as we
hope to do on the canal recording
weekend. Come along and see what
other interesting details remain from
the days of horse boating.

Slide Show a great success
and our activities. Thanks to John and to Margaret & Geoff Rothwell
who organised the meeting.
Don’t forget our next meeting on Saturday 27th March, 2-30pm
at Silsden Methodist Church when Nicholas Hammond will be talking
about ‘The History of French Canals’. The earliest French canals were
not much bigger than the L&L, so it will be interesting to compare
them. Is there anyone else who would like to organise a meeting for
the Society? It would be good to have one on the western end of the
canal.

On Saturday October 10th last year we held an afternoon slide
show at Higherford Methodist Church, Barrowford, Nelson. There
was a wonderful turnout of forty-two people, who came to see John
Tomlinson’s slides of the Leeds & Liverpool Canal in the 1960s. Most
of the slides were taken in various areas between Greenberfield and
Burnley. They stimulated comments from the audience about where
they were taken, etc., and changes that have occurred in the meantime.
The afternoon was an opportunity for people to meet together and chat
over cuppas and biscuits, and to find out more about the L&L Society
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THE LAST DISTANCE TRAFFIC
by Roy Gibbons
We associate distance in to-days modern world as being
the length and breadth of the country, so the coal traffic on the
western side of the Leeds and Liverpool may not seem far.
In its heyday traffics averaged less than 50 miles, so in
this context coal from the Wigan coalfields to Liverpool of over
30 miles plus 2 locks can be classed as distance.
Origination of supplies for decades prior to cessation in
1964 had been from the Wigan coal fields. King Coal from this
area had supplied best nuts for both Athol Street and Linacre Gas
Works, which as a by product also made suitable coking coal.
Destination of traffic to Athol Street had originally been by
horse boat and it would seem that John Parke & Sons Limited,
Canal Carriers of 23, Syren Street, Liverpool 20, were the major
contractor from the turn of the century to 1962, before British
Waterways took them over for the final eighteen months or so.
From observations of records it would appear that pre Second
World War, substantial quantities of coal were brought in by
rail from South Yorkshire Pits such as South Kirkby, Elsecar
and Golcar etc., to the railway sidings at Bankhall and then
transferred via Sandhills Coal Tip into Parkes Fleet of Dumb
Boats for movement of about one mile to Athol Street.
Traffic from the Wigan coalfields resumed in 1951 from
the Leigh Branch of the Leeds & Liverpool Canal with the gradual
build up of this traffic, throughout the decade from Shevington,
to the demise of Sandhills Tip in around 1960.
Athol Street Gas Works had two mechanical grabs for

unloading, one steam powered and one electrical. Each being
situated at opposite sides of the works.
Carriers of coal for the three main users in Liverpool were
Richard Williams & Sons Ltd., (Dicky Billies), who supplied
Linacre Gas Works and Tate & Lyle sugar refinery. John Parke
& Sons Ltd., serving Athol Street. Both carriers used the Wigan
coalfields and Sandhills Tip for supplies.
Williams motorised their fleet from the 1930s onwards
and also utilised smaller by traders and Canal Transport/British
Waterways to supplement supplies.
Parkes, during their reliance on Sandhills Tip for
supplies to Athol Street Gas Works, phased out their horses and
purchased a Tug ‘SULZER’ from the East Coast of Yorkshire. This
enabled them to tow sometimes up to four dumb boats at a time.
To keep supplies up to target during this period necessitated a
seven day working week
From 1951 onwards Parkes began converting some
of their 70ft long Dumb Boats to motor power by installing
Coventry Godiva diesel engines and by 1955 had 3 motors and
a further tug ‘LEO’.
Target tonnage up to cessation was 2,000 tons per week,
with slightly more required in winter. Over a 24hr period this
would equate to six boat loads being discharged at Athol Street
Gas Works.
Boat Name Tonnage

Crews

Movement Schedule
Day
Mon
Tue
Wed
Thu
Fri
Sat
Sun

Start From
Athol Street
Burscough
Athol Street
Shevington
Old Roan
Burscough
Rest Day

0530
0600
0700
0700
0600
0500

Finnish At
Burscough (L)
Athol Street (L)
Shevington (E)
Old Roan (L)
Burscough (E)
Burscough (L)

2000
1530
1600
1800
1800
1500

Total
Mon
Tue
Wed
Thu
Fri
Sat
Sun

Burscough
Athol Street
Burscough
Athol Street
Shevington
Maghull
Rest Day

0600
0600
0630
0700
0700
0700

Athol Street (L)
Burscough (L)
Athol Street (L)
Shevington (E)
Maghull (L)
Athol Street (L)

Duration
14.5hr
9.5hr
9hr
11hr
12hr
10hr
66hr

1500
2000
1630
1530
1700
1130

Total

9hr
14hr
10hr
8.5hr
10hr
4.5hr
56hr

KEY- Movement Schedule
To attain weekly tonnage schedule of 2000 tons each set
of crews had to complete 5 trips per fortnight. Times include
loading and discharge.
Parkes’ boat yard at Sandhills circa 1977. In the foreground
is the blocked-off entrance to a short arm which was where
boats were launched.
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Parkes Boat Fleet 1961/62
Tug Sulzer
D/B Scorpio
D/B Carlo
D/B Leto
Tug Leo
D/B Porto
D/B Ferro
D/B Mario
M/B Elmo
D/B Sarto
M/B Murillo
D/B Bruno
M/B Angelo
D/B Marco
M/B Argo *
(M)

67
60
58
65
60
60
55
64
57
63
58
65
52

Bill Gibbons (C)/ Richard Gibbons (M)
Thomas Webster
Fred Webster
Richard Webster
Robert Ashcoft (C)/ Tom Spencer (M)
Robert Lamb
Thomas Lamb
Ralph Melling
Richard Webster (C)/ Joe Webster (M)
Thomas Draper
Teddy Baybutt (C)/ Jim Draper (M)
James Forshaw
Peter Gibbons (C)/ John Gibbons (M)
Ralph Melling
Bob Boardman (C)/ John Boardman

Boat Name Tonnage
Crews
Spare Boats
D/B Juno
66 Used by Tugs
D/B Domino 63 Used by Tugs/M/B
D/B Clio
63 Used by Tugs/M/B
D/B Apollo
52 Short Boat Used by Tugs
D/B Bembo 50 Short Boat Used by Tugs
D/B Plato
52 Short Boat Used by Tugs
Tug Arco **
Billy Gill

KEY-Parkes Boat Fleet
*
**
D/B
M/B

Ex-Richard Williams M/B Pamela
Ex-Richard Williams Tug Marion
Dumb boat
Motor boat

John Parkes and Sons Ltd., boat list compiled from various sources by Mike Clarke.
Above boats taken over by British Waterways in 1962.
name
reg. no. details
Argo
1071 long motor, ex Pamela of R.Williams and Other boats in the fleet previously.
Anna
short dumb boat
motorised by them
Angelo
1728 long dumb boat, converted to motor, regd Athelo
Charles
1950, built at Sheldons, Parbold
Apollo
short dumb square stern boat, steel, built Cicero
ex L & L 276, converted to motor
1909 at Yarwoods, could a wooden boat Elmo
Hannah
1256 at Blackburn 1922
have replaced the original?
Hugo
Bruno
1752 registered 1953, square stern dumb boat
Bembo
1211 square stern short dumb boat, regd 1911 Irwell
Carlo
1739 long motor boat, registered 1951, formerly Jago
John
1281 short dumb boat, at Blackburn 1923
dumb
Caro
1245 square stern short dumb boat, regd 1914 Margo
Clio
1735 long square stern dumb boat, regd 1950 Mary
Domino 1735 square stern dumb boat, registered May
Mersey
1951
Nico
steel, built 1911 at Yarwoods
Ferro
1737 dumb boat, registered 1951
long square stern dumb boat
Juno
round stern long dumb boat, ex LIVER of Otto
Scipio
1155 at Blackburn 1924
Wigan Coal and Iron, then T & W Wells
Leto
1160 long square stern dumb boat, regd 1909
Leo
1755 motor boat, registered 1955, used as tug Four more steel boats were built by Yarwoods 1913-1914, one
of which was named Marcello.
Marco
1745 dumb boat, registered 1953
Mario
1756 square stern dumb boat, registered 1954,
converted to motor in 1955
Minto
steel, built 1910 at Yarwoods
Murillo
1758 long motor boat, regd 1955, originally
dumb, to BW as Burscough length
maintenance boat, broken up mid 1970s
Plato
1274 short dumb boat, registered 1916
Porto
Sarto
1736 long dumb boat, registered 1951
Sulzer
1743 motor, cabin altered and registered 1952,
used as tug
Scripto
1155 see below for Scipio where name possibly A Liverpool Post and Echo photo of Bembo at Coffe House
mis-spelt.
Bridge, just after the bridge had been rebuilt. The squareScorpio
long dumb boat, ex Helena, Wigan Coal sterned boats in Liverpool were the last to have elaborate
and Iron, now at Ellesmere Port
decoration.
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Boatman Arthur Bradley’s Notebook
The following is a transcript of boatman Arthur Bradley’s
note book of his working life on short boats, given to John And
Marilyn Freear by his son Ken Bradley in June 1998 whilst they
were cruising the L&L on the Weaver, a boat of which Arthur
was captain. Arthur finished on the boats in 1951. The transcript
is exactly as Arthur recorded the details in his book. If you have
any questions about the details recorded here, please write in
and I will try to explain in the next newsletter.
L&L Canal Co finished carrying after 1914-18 war. In 192021 two companies started to operate again, Lancashire Canal
Transport & B. C. Walls of Skipton. Goods loaded at Liverpool
by Liverpool Wharehousing Co & at Leeds by J. Hunt & Aire &
Calder. LCT boats mainly Flyboats, numbered plus named boats:
- 29, 327, 329, 333, 350, 351, 352, Otter, Stoat, Musk,
Weasel, Bison, Puma, Steamer 44, Trent, Alt, Don. B. C.
Walls favoured Greek names:- Sigma, Venus, Omega, Psi
(Steamer Beta), Zeta, Mu. Later all four companies joined
to form Canal Transport.
Several of round stern newer boats converted to diesel
powered. This was made by Widdops of Keighley. Hot bulb &
started by blowlamp, a two stroke, single cylinder 18HP. Striker
for fuel pump on flywheel. Biggest fault, its loss of heat when in
neutral in locks, if waiting. Cure was to tie line to bollard & put
in gear. Other was its vibration when in neutral & light. Before
many were converted, No. 44 steamer was used as tug between
Wigan flight & Blackburn. Beta of B. C. Walls ran through towing
one or two barges.
Boat Musk was made into houseboat & named Duke of
Gloucester in 1930s for Wigan Boys Club.
In late 1920s & early 1930s, several motor boats as such
were built by different boatyards & could be identified to each
one. Boats built at Shipley & Riley Green always seemed to
swim better, Wigan & Tarleton boats seemed heavier but slightly
stronger. Rho, Alt, Don, Zeta, Psi, Swale, Trent were all
converted boats, Zeta being converted at J. Harker, Knottingley,
Yorks, it was a one off, different to all the rest. Bulkhead beam
at stern, over flyheel, clutch lever through deck indstead of
cabin top & large rudder, had to be tied over like horse barge
when going down locks.
When horse drawn barges going past Blackburn, food
for horses provided & stored with cargo. Normally 9 horses
kept at Wigan for up or down flight. Horses hired at Johnsons
Hill. Barges towed between flights. Blackburn at Big depot,
Ferrier T. Delver looked after horses for barges & carts, also
storekeeper & watchman.
In 1930s a steel barge was made by Yarwoods of Northwich,
Mersey & fit with current diesel engine. This barge was not fit
with stern ballast tank, when empty it rode lighter in water than
wooden boats. Normally a small amount of water was run into
bilges for ballast in locks, this barge needed 3 times the amount
& the vibration was much more. The practice between locks
was to pump out water, Mersey was bad insomuch to pull up
astern was a dangerous thing, hence many dents in bow hitting
side of bridge fasts to stop. Around this time Widdop’s brought
out a fresh design, still single cylinder, but govenor controlled
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& now fit with atomizer for fuel. It was either electric glow plug
or firework started, but after start it was compression fired. Also
at this time Isaac Pimblott of Northwich also built steel barges
for some firm but with ballast tank at stern. Weaver & Dee
were the first 2 built & fit with new engine:- 30HP @ 425rpm.
Yarwoods also built a new design of barge with same engine &
it was a great success. After 5 or 6 built no more allowed, but
Pimblotts built 9. J. Harker of Knottingley built 2. After first 4 of
Pimblotts with 25HP engine, they were followed by 20HP engine
@ 500rpm which became standard, other model still made,
also in twin stage mostly fit to barges for Leeds Electric Works
for towing below Leeds. Earliest recollection of multi-cylinder
on Lancashire side was barge Sunbeam owned by Croasdale
of Blackburn & worked to Wiggans Teape:- this was a petrol/
paraffin engine, Gardiner (I think). The steamers had been sold
to other traders, mainly coal hauliers in Yorkshire & Wigan to
Manchester. One steamer was built of steel on same design as
motor barge by Harkers. Engine & boiler transferred from older
barge. Steamers all old Leeds & Liverpool Cos. Mostly upright
boilers with 3 row of vertical tubes arranged around sides of
boiler, these were hand made to fit from fire box upwards &
ends drift fit outwards to seal.
Bob Fleming was employed by J. Mayor boat builders &
engineers of Wigan & was man who normally cut out & renewed
boiler tubes.
Water feed from tank after passing through sev er al
sponges to clean by donkey pump. Tubes had to be cleand out
by two piece spoon at periods to prevent ends burning through.
(The steamers usually had Field tube boilers. A series of vertical
tubes with rounded ends hung down into the firebox. A second
tube of smaller diameter was hung inside the larger tube, water
being circulated by convection. Canal water was used to supply
the boilers, and silt tended to collect at the bottom of the tubes
causing damage. This had to be removed regularly using the two
piece spoon, the silt being trapped between the two surfaces of
the spoons. Ed.) Man had to lie curled up in top of boiler to do
this also in his own time. Engine high & low pressure cylinders
either Vee design or upright. Upright could be ticklish in locks
going downward if not if not in sight position. In deep locks
these were quick off the marks & you needed to waste no time
climbing down gates. At night when mooring, practice was to
pump boiler full of water & a low fire banked up on one side,
fire burned through slowly & following morning fire broken up,
a little jet of steam up chimney & away. If enough steam then it
was better to run than waste steam on jet. These engines were
quite powerful & slow running by comparison with diesels,
but propellors were very much bigger, 3ft-3in to 3ft-6in being
common & of bigger pitch. When empty in shallow water they
went faster with engines running slower owing to wash & pulling
stern down in water. These could tow a barge and loose no time
& very often towed 3 or 4 boats both loaded and empty plus
loaded themselves.
2 Yarwood motor barges, Aire & Irwell, ran a night &
day service between Wigan & Leigh to Liverpool & crewed by 3
men each. One left Leigh in afternoon, maybe carrying electric
cable & empty flour bags for Liverpool, at Wigan any empty horse

barges were taken in tow & travelled through night to Liverpool
for following morning. The other would leave Liverpool in late
afternoon towing loaded horse barges if any to Wigan for
following day. At Wigan horse drawn barge would pick up horse
from stable & carry on to Blackburn either by early days steamer
tug or horse: if cargo urgent at Burnley, Church or Nelson, a
fresh horse was picked up at Blackburn & barge carried on non
stop. If cargo for Yorkshire fresh horse was taken all the way
& back. No tugs in later days for tunnels so boats to be legged
through tunnels. Gannow was only 500 yards, this was legged
both ways, but Foulridge was mostly legged only light & only if
no motor barge due. Legging at Gannow was paid 1/- empty &
1/9 loaded. Foulridge was 1/9 empty & 3/- loaded.
Motor boats Theta & Mu were Yorkshire built for B. C.
Walls & again were a seperate style. Their stern was a slipper
style & fit with twin cylinder engines of first design, blow lamp
start to hot bulb. A tank was fit to collect compressed air from
engine which was used to turn cylinders over to start. If air
was lost, starting was sometimes quite hard, a way was to take
spring handle out of flywheel & wooden peg fit. Ropes were
hooped over peg & pulled crosscut saw fashion back & fro,
at start peg hit floor board & broke off. These were also first
motor boats to have raised forward cabin tops. This was also
the style for several bye traders in the coal trade in Yorkshire.
Burnley Brick also had two:- Active & Alert which were
used to deliver building bricks between Nelson & Blackburn.
These later ended their days on the local coal run. In 1930s
J. Rank, Flour Millers, bought 7 new barges from Yarwoods,
these were built for working in docks & at times across river
Mersey to Birkenhead. These barges had 2 ft wide deck sides
& 1 ft high combings across which were fit wooden hatches
& covers to withstand water. Later 2 of Canal Transport steel
barges Derwent & Weaver were fit with hatches & hired out
full time to Ranks. Tate & Lyle sugar refiners of Liverpool were
big users of water transport. Canal Transport were agents for
them throughout Lancs & Yorkshire. A boat a day was loaded
with parcel sugar for Leeds plus others for different places en
route. Also bag sugar & tin syrup for same places. Cotton was
a big item also for Lancs & wool for Yorkshire. Wool came in
two different type of bales. One pressed very tight, others mainly
Australian were slack, this prevented barges from carrying full
weight, so a minimum weight was charged & paid to barges.
Cement & flour out of Leeds was another regular trade. Coal
was a very big trade on both sides of the Pennines. The barges
were again a type seperate, 40 tons being their maximum. This
was mostly delivered by hand in barrows wheeled over wooden
planks. These barrows held 3cwts & many times lay off the
bank at start or moved closer as barge lifted. Power stations,
Tate & Lyles and other big firms had cranes to speed delivery.
At start of all journeys permits were issued to each boat stating
destination, cargo & draught, also time of passing each set of
locks & different draught if part of load had been delivered.
It was left at last station before delivery of goods. As goods
barges were later renewed, many coal traders bought these
motor barges & could carry extra tonnage to power stations
leaving smaller ones to carry on as normal.
In the early days of the canal, during winter ice the horses
were coupled to the ice boats which again were a special design
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& rocked side to side by men to crack the ice. A steam tug would
tow barges behind. As horses were displaced by diesel engines
this caused problems as loaded barges could not break ice. A
steel bull nose was fit to bow of tugs & steel motor barges were
a great help when light.
A boatman’s day was mainly daylight to dark in summer.
Horses had to be walked with in places during darkness,
lighting was by oil lamp:- 3 sided & hung on forward chimney.
This applied to every type of barge, in later years with modern
diesel, electric lights came into being. During war 1939-45
these lights were masked, reflection on water striking upwards.
Many Wharehouses carried only a single or 2 men, delivery
in wharehouse from barge supplemented by one of the barge
crew. Cargos for Canal Transport barges were varied & for
different towns, normally arriving & emptying in turns. Coal
barges loaded at different loading tips. Steam engines brought
wagons from pit head & when several traders barges loaded at
same tip, many a scramble & trick was played to get there first.
Some stayed overnight to be first, some moored part way down
flights of locks if any. An old trick with horses was to tie old
sacks round hoofs to deaden sound when coming from common
stables & over cobbles. Many boatmen had to provide both horse
& lines, another practice was to nail line to mooring post, time
was spent removing nail before cutting line.
On Yorkshire side, where many sets of staircase locks
existed, it was better to follow another barge up or down. If
barge had come in opposite direction, chambers had to be filled
or emptied by first barge through, also many swing bridges. If
travelling in right direction, first barge opened bridge, but could
be closed from stern of barge by rope or boat hook.
After many families left barges at start of diesels, 2 men
crew shared forward cabin. Captain mainly claimed port side
of cabin, when sat at table his right hand was fine & handy
to reach stove for cooking or teapot on stove. Bed matresses
were mainly filled with oat chaff. This was bought from farmers
at threshing time & many a field was watched en route to be
ready to order 3 large sacks to make two beds. When chaff
was first new it was bulky, but as it settled, it made it lovely &
warm & on a wet winters morning it was a struggle to leave it.
Food was taken to barge by crew from home in large whicker
basket fit with lid. Mainly bacon, tea, sugar, baked pies, cakes,
cooked meat. Clean towel & change of under clothes. Clothing
was mainly corduroy pants with flap at front, long john under
pants, clogs with wooden soles & irons & heavy knit roll neck
jersey, under neck of which was nearly always worn a small silk
muffler, cloth cap to head. When doing a lot of bending down,
a common practice was either a small leather belt or a piece
of string tied around pants on leg below knees to keep slack
around knees & known as bow yanks. Coal for fires on board
was not provided. On coal barges this caused no problem. Other
barges either begged or took from these. Many had what was
known as a keb. This was a wire mesh bowl at the end of a long
pole fastened to which was a rope. The bowl was lowered to the
bottom of canal, where coal barges either loaded or emptied,
pulled along the bottom by rope & then lifted up to empty onto
deckside. There it was sifted & bagged either for use in barge or
take home next time. Many a boatman was stopped by policeman
taking his coal home & had to prove it was not stolen. This was

shown by mud & bits of weed left in on purpose. Many boatmen
considered it not as a job of work, but a way of life. Commonly
called Water Gypsies. Now people call it pleasure & realise the
relaxing job it was, mostly during summer months.
Barges were looked after by crew because time at
dockyard was unpaid. Throughout Lancashire & Yorkshire,
health inspectors of towns could inspect cabins for cleanliness.
If any defect in deck caused dampness to bed or food cupboard,
they could authorise firms to make repairs. Drinking water was
stored in early days in wooden barrel kept on deck, later as 3
gallon earthenware bottles came, these slowly took over, water
cask or barrel still kept for emergency. B. C. Walls barge owner
of Skipton was known in his day to ride a horse and rode around
area to try & catch his or other boatmen ill treating their horses.
He was a well known man in his time & was said to be a JP on
the bench. His counterpart at Blackburn, a man by the name
of J. Halliwell, always seemed to be a serious & quiet type, his
orders carried out by his understudy, a fiery character. Many
a boatman had threatened to drag through bob-hole in office
in disputes over orders & payments. Also many boatmen never
known by real name, commonly having nick names:- a man
T. Davis called Waffer; Walmseley’s - Masher; T. Carrington
- Tommy Nine Toes; T. Cheetham - Uncle Joe; R. Watmough Watty; R. Rothwell - Rothil; Martland’s - Shiner; Owen - Leggy;
B. Foster - Ben North; J. Gore - Joby Gore. T. Holden, another
barge owner of Skipton, was always reffered to as Owd Growler.
During coal strike several barges carried cargoes of wool as
temporary work.
Cabin sides were mainly brush grained on cupboard doors
& bed side outside boards, rest of lower cabin & forms in dark
green with blue back ground to stove. Bed hole and roof in
light green. Each dockyard favoured different decorations on
bow & stern to advertise their work & style. When steel barges
came along & bye traders turned to diesel, much of this faded,
particularly cabin sides left plain. In later days R. W. Williams
of Liverpool were sole survivors of much decoration on bow &
stern of square sterned barges.
Liverpool Corporation had six barges with which they
carried out of Liverpool to places as far as Burscough waste
vegetables, rubbish, manure from horse stables & at times waste
offal from slaughter houses to deliver to farmers for spreading
on land. In fact, on Liverpool side of Burscough an off loading
place was known as the Muck Quay. Blackburn Corporation
had own barges to take from ash destructor ash & clinker after
household rubbish had been burned in incinerators. Wigan
Coal & Iron Co of Top Lock Wigan had barges as well as large
steelworks there. Water used by them & returned to canal was
a great help in wintertime as it helped to keep locks free of ice,
as it moved down the locks & cooled. Another cotton mill did
the same so thick ice was never a great thing here. Blackburn
flight of locks were another set well covered by factories using
& returning water throughout. However the summit level &
over the Pennines it was a different tale. Here water was fresh
from reservoirs & being highest point seemed to freeze quicker.
Foulridge steam tug was steel built & had propellor at both ends
to save turning round at tunnel ends, in ice time both propellors
were used as front one could help to break up ice after being

cracked by rudder post. Ice here has been known to be walked
over after being broken & left overnight. This being the highest
point & main water supply & there being no users of water for
steam, this length was closed to navigation & at times a section
ran dry to keep lower ends & factories supplied. Boats in lower
reaches had to wait for barges coming up & out of top lock
before going down. This was known as ‘One up, one down’.
Cloughs & paddles locked by lock keeper. Other times level
lowered between locks & loads cut down to suit.
Liverpool Gas Board had 2 gasworks on canal side. In
early days much of their coal came by rail to tippler at Sandhills,
long boats ex-L&L were used for this. No crew, loaded boats
towed by horses & later tug left & empty boats brought back.
This system applied to other traders by canal side. Main trader
here were Parkes who traded to closure of tippler in 1960s &
later taken over by BWB. This firm repaired & almost rebuilt
their barges at Bankhall dry dock, one of several along length
of canal, others were at Burscough, Parbold, Wigan, Blackburn,
Burnley, Leeds. Other dockyards were slipways of which quite
a number dotted the whole length of canal, being mostly small
family owned. Wigan, Burnley & Apperley Bridge in Yorkshire
were main canal maintenance depots, building & repairing
lock gates, swing bridges. Dredgers were Grafton steam driven
of which 3 were mobile. One at Aintree was grab on lines and
catered for whole length from Wiagn to Liverpool. Bank repair
boats were fit with spoon bucket, lowered from central mast
& pulled along bottom by chain winch from either end. These
were mainly only used to clean out bridge entrances for loaded
barges. On applying power to push barge through bridges, silt
was pushed behind & caused at bridges approx one boat length
from bridge.
T. & W. Wells of Wigan was another well known trader. In
early days they carried to Blackburn by steamer & short boat.
later bought several long barges & carried between Wigan, Leigh
& Barton Power Station. Here again only steamers crewed, dumb
barges steered by one man who transferred to empty barge for
return. In 1940s Crook & Thompson Lyd. of Blackburn started
to run a similar system from Burnley to Blackburn Power Station
but used a new built diesel barge with large size Widdop single
cylinder, later replaced by twin cylinder. First brand new
multi-cylinder engine was a Leyland fit to barge Venus of Dean
Waddington of Blackburn. This was experimental engine & was
quite a success. J. Monks replaced an old hot bulb diesel in his
first motor barge Spica by a multi cylinder Russel Newbury in
1940s. This is still running in steel barge Weaver.
Last of the steam barges on this canal was No.40, owned
by L&L Canal as carrier of timber & clay for bank maintenance
& ice breaker in winter on Wigan to Liverpool stretch & now
sunk at Leigh. Ice boats were Vee shaped & planked vertically
to prevent ice cutting seams & highly tapered stern & bow to
slide onto ice & were identical at each end, sank after use to
keep planks & seams tight. Steamer Thomas of Skipton, built of
steel, was taken over by L&L Canal & used in Yorkshire & based
at Apperley Bridge for same use. L&L Canal also had tug hulls
converted to pump tugs solely for pumping water out of lock
tails when unable to be drained, also to pump out barges which
had misfortune to sink. One barge sank at Arley near Wigan
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during war years. This was barge Rho & loaded with powder for
Johnsons baby powder of Gargrave. Engine control pushed too
far down, engine stopped and rudder too small to keep control
on turn in canal before bridge, canal here cut in rock.
Leeds & Liverpool had 2 steam packets for Directors trips
to inspect canal:- Waterwitch was kept at Burscough & was
quite a show boat, glass sided, polished wood panels, crewed
by Joby Gore & mate from steamer 40. On Grand National day
canal was closed to normal traffic past race course. A stand was
built on one of mud pontoons to watch race from, Waterwitch
was used for travel to & from race course, tea being served by
Joby dressed in white coat. Prince Albert was kept at Skipton
but did not compare with Waterwitch for size or elegance,
not used to same extent. Both these packets could tow a bank
repair barge quite easily.
Tug owned by Parkes of Liverpool for towing between
Sandhills & Linacre gas & Atholl St gas smelter at Litherland
had no reverse gear, this was arranged by gate rudder, ahead
water passed between 2 circular plates also acting as rudder,
for astern, wheel at tiller end operated screw that closed gates
at end, water forced in by propellor & out again by action of
back pressure to give stern gear action.\
All barges belonging to Yorkshire bye traders were named
after town of owner:- Thomas of Skiton, Eric of Bingley,
Patsy of Shipley. Painting was mainly of plain colour, only
relief being plain line panels, decks left natural, chimneys made
in 2 sections & made of wood. Barges mainly square sterned,
bows were quite bluffer than Lancs boats, with stem posts rising
above deck level with curved blocks on each side tapering to
deck level. Timber heads for mooring more favoured than steel
bollards. From Skipton to Leeds were several places in canal
where 2 loaded barges would not pass. Here a stake would mark
a meeting place where water was deep enough to allow them
to meet & one pass another. These were mainly under under
woods or where canal was cut in hillside, a favourite one was
Farnhill just outside Skipton where main Keighley road runs
alongside.
Salts of Saltaire a very large woollen mill built by Sir Titus
Salt was a great user of canal transport, wool was a regular traffic
from Liverpool, & coal for power from below Leeds. Leeds had
a large electric power station built at Armley & had a basin cut
out at side of canal, they had quite a big fleet themselves, also
bye traders. The depth of water between locks here was quite
good, the depth over lock sill being governing factor for load.
They had the only boat that had the engine on deck & outdrive
over stern, this was replaced by modern steel barges, wheel
steered from deck house, twin cylindered by Widdop with towing
hook & arrangement as on deep water craft. Leeds Co-operative
Society had similar craft built, these carried house coal, but
didn’t enter Leeds & Liverpool Canal. The hull of one of the last
wooden steam barges to work in Yorkshire is now a houseboat
moored at Rodley. First two steel motor barges built by Isaac
Pimblott for Canal Transport:- Dee & Weaver, are still on
Leeds & Liverpool Canal. Dee is now a houseboat at Riley Green
dockyard & Weaver still a working barge equiped with covers
& owned by D. Bent, employee of British Waterways.

Crook & Thompson, coal traders of Blackburn had a
black diamond and white one. The white one was emblem of
firm Roland Crook & black of Thompson’s who amalgamated,
thus black diamond over white.
Wages on coal barges were mainly paid in early days of
trading to captain of barge who provided horse & ropes. He
claimed 2/3 of total, 1/3 going to mate. It was paid on trips done,
with no fall back wage, extra was paid if barge was emptied
by barrow & spade. In covered barges of Canal Transport a
weekly wage was paid with 2/6 difference captain & mate, plus
tonnage rate which varied between distances carried, all horses,
ropes, bedding & cooking utensils provided. Hours of work
were daylight to dark in lighter weather, seven days per week,
in fact up to later war years & after canal was only officially
closed on Christmas Day. Annual weeks holiday only started
after war years, along with odd days paid which were seldom
taken when enroute.
Tonnage of barges of Canal Transport were 48 to 50 tons
each at 3 ft-11 in draught, coal boats normally carried 40 tons
at 3 ft-6 in.
First steel motor barges built by Pimblotts for Canal
Transport:- Dee & Weaver, had very round sterns & fine bows,
a comment often made was that drawing was turned round &
engine put in at wrong end, even with tank full of water it took
quite a while for propellor to pull itself down & created quite
a wash each side when water at bankside was shallow. Many
a fisherman pulled up keep nets & rods smartish when they
went past.
List of barges, motor barges & steamer worked on by
me.
Started on horse drawn barge Gamma for 11/2 years,
moved to motor barge Zeta later Weaver. Left as mate of this
& went captain of Eden, later transferring back to Weaver as
captain. Left Weaver for Derwent. After 21/2 years changed
company & took Capella, Charlie, steamer Helen, diesel
converted Anne & later new diesel barge Peter, leaving canal
in 1951 owing to lack of work caused by closing pits in Wigan
area.
Motor boat James owned by Crook & Thompson &
worked between Burnley & power station at Whitebirk. Powered
by 30HP EMX Widdop single cylinder diesel, towing 2 barges
as well as load herself. Later motor boat Marjorie built &
powered by 2 cylinder of same size, this was for extra power &
less vibration. James turned into hotel boat by Bingley Marine,
last known sunk at Skipton. Last boat on Leeds & Liverpool of
quaint build was barge Clifton, owned by T. & W. Wells, same
lines as narrow boat but 14 feet beam and 3 ft-9 in draught.
Box boats owned by Manchester Collieries, flat bottomed
& straight planked sides. Rudder hung by hooked bracket into
eye bolts. No accomodation on these, fire bucket with holes in
side. Loaded mainly at Astley Green Colliery & moored overnight.
Diesel tug Phyllis berthed at Worsley dockyard overnight.
Powered b y 2 cyl Widdop. Large barges normally loaded at
Worsley for Barton Power Station & towed by tug Sir Harry,
2 cyl diesel Widdop of blow lamp start, later supplemented by
Broadheath powered by cold start 2 cyl Widdop of 60HP.
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Agriculture and the Leeds & Liverpool Canal in West Lancashire
by Ron Rigby
A look at how the construction of the canal could have
affected the three levels of agricultural society and then how
the canal’s benefits have lingered on into this century and even
the present day.

bordering on the River Alt (Ed. Longbotham, the engineer for
the early phase of the L&L construction, was also engineer for
the Alt drainage scheme) A feature of the canal promoting Acts
that probably won the support of landowners was the offer of
toll-free transport of lime and manure to land within 5 miles
of the waterway.

The Farm Workers
The impact of the construction of the canal on the West
Lancashire countryside must have been major. Agriculture
was the main, if not the only source of employment. No doubt
some outsiders came in to work on the project, but many local
farm workers seized the opportunity of an additional line of
income. The structure of farm employment assisted men leaving
the farms for short periods to return at times of harvest, etc.
Nicholas Blundell’s diaries earlier in the eighteenth century
show that his large farming enterprise at Crosby was operated
with only 3 or 4 full-time staff. Other workers employed in large
numbers were paid on a daily basis, drifting in and out of work
as needed. The canal construction was delayed from time to time
as farmers encouraged their workers back, especially at harvest
time. The Wigan to Liverpool length was however completed well
before the French wars created inflation in food prices and a
considerable agricultural boom.
Regarding a change from farm work to becoming full-time
canal workers the opportunities must have been considerable.
Many of the local landholdings were an acre or even less.
Some of my own ancestors became flatmen (boatmen) at
that time. They left their smallholding and found employment
for themselves and their horse. There must have been a wide
range of employment available to tradesmen with many skills
as the canal system developed. In 1820 it was thought that 5%
of the nation’s population worked on the canals. Most must
have come from families who had worked on the land since
time immemorial.

The Farmers
Unlike the men who supported the canal construction
with their labour or the land owners who allowed access to
their properties, the farmers (who were almost 100% tenants
of rented farms) had a more passive role. Many farms were
adversely affected by the cut bisecting their lands, though
accommodation bridges were quite generously provided. It is
still possible to see the effect of the canal in creating odd-shaped
fields out of previously regular ones. Nevertheless it was with
great anticipation that farmers looked at the canal as a means
of supplying lime and manure for their fields.
A few words about lime on farm land here may clear
some misunderstanding. The first application of lime to the
land resulted in spectacular increases in crop yields. It was
thought that the lime acted as a plant food or fertiliser. The real
benefit came from the lime’s action in reducing the acidity of the
soil. This unlocked many plant nutrients in the soil previously
unavailable. Once these nutrients had been used additional
lime gave no benefit. Fortunately for West Lancashire farmers,
canal transport could deliver vast quantities of many kinds
of manures, particularly nightsoil and street sweepings from
Liverpool. Lime was still needed occasionally and together these
items maintained the fertility of the area and produced food for
Liverpool and the growing towns of East Lancashire. Typically
farm land in West Lancashire would need about 20 tons per acre
of manure every two or three years, with one and a half tons
of lime per acre every six years. Farmers had toll-free delivery
of lime and manure until the end of this trade in the 1940s.
In the late nineteenth century manure from Liverpool was an
important traffic on the canal, with 150,000 tons being carried
annually, and most bridges in West Lancashire had a manure
wharf alongside to cope with the traffic. (Those coming on the
Society’s walk around Burscough on Saturday 31st July will be
able to inspect a couple of such wharves.)
During the last 20 years the canal has been used
increasingly as a water source for irrigating West Lancashire’s
valuable vegetable crops. The canal promoters claim that the
cut would increase the value of canalside farms is probably
more true now than it was two centuries ago.

The Landowners
The Acts promoting the Leeds & Liverpool Canal were
clearly worded to become attractive to landowners, thereby
circumventing any opposition. The promoters stressed the
increase in land values that improved communications would
bring. This reasoning was readily accepted by the coal owners,
but less so by the country land owners. They feared loss of
privacy and the loss of the complete control they had over their
estates they previously enjoyed. They saw the introduction of
itinerant boatmen into their estates as a possible source of theft
and poaching (which it proved to be). Lord Sefton’s agent was
concerned that overflows from the canal at Maghull and Aintree
would introduce yet more water into the flood-prone lowlands
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A Boatman’s Gansey
The photograph above shows a typical boatman’s gansey
as worn on the Leeds & Liverpool Canal. This example is at
present kept at the National Waterways Museum at Gloucester.
Several other examples are around, but there is no pattern to
allow new ones to be knitted. It anyone would like to work out
a pattern, I have a series of photographs of this gansey showing
most of the details.
For those who don’t know, a gansey is knitted on five
double-ended needles. There are no seams, the gansey being
knitted as a single piece from a fine oiled woolen yarn, usually
dark blue in colour. Some people suggest that it was the bottom
of the sleeves and the main part of the gansey which tended to
wear out, and the way they are knitted allowed the bottoms to
be re-knitted when worn.

There were several ‘professional’ knitters, but most
boatmen’s wives would be able to knit a gansey. I once had
a sunny day in Burscough described, with all the boatwomen
sitting on their doorsteps knitting ganseys while their menfolk
were off working the boat. As far as I know, there was no
particular pattern. In fact the idea for the wife was to keep
feeding her husband so that he needed a larger gansey. This
allowed a greater variety of patterns to be included, enabling
the boatwoman to display her expertise.
The other clothes worn with the gansey were thick
cordoroy trousers, originally with a flap front, those these
became rarer after the war. Under the gansey would be a union
shirt, with a silk scarf tied around the neck. Of course clogs
were worn on the feet and a flat cap worn on the head.

Delivering manure near Tarleton.
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SOCIETY TOWPATH WALK, BURSCOUGH 31st July 1999
The annual towpath walk this year will be from New Lane,
Burscough, starting at 2-00pm, and will go through to Ring o’
Bells. There is a lot to see which relates to the canal’s history as
Burscough was the centre for long-distance boatmen, and many
of them had houses here. There is also St. Andrew’s Mission,
shown above, which is probably the last Boatmen’s Mission to
still be used for regular services. Hopefully we will be able to
have a look inside. The house behind the Mission is one of the
typical boatmen’s houses.
Among the other things to see are the sites of several
manure wharves, the traffic described in Ron Rigby’s article.
There are also wharves for a brewery and a flour mill.
In the centre of Burscough is the canal company’s yard,
built late in the nineteenth century to service the company’s
horses. There are stables and storage areas here, and it may
be possible to get British Waterways’ agreement to have a look
around.
Further on is Top Locks, where the branch canal down to
Tarleton leaves the main canal. This was an important centre

on the canal, with a boat yard, blacksmith’s shop and a bakery
which served the boatmen and their families.
The main maintenance yard for the canal was by the next
swing bridge, and the wharf frontage and other remains can still
be seen. The canal engineer’s house is still standing here, and
the boat house for the canal’s inspection launch was nearby.
The walk will finish at Ring ’o Bells, where there is another
community of boatmen’s housing, complete with stabling. You
can also refresh yourself at the local pub!
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Because of the length of the canal, we have divided the canal into
three sections with a committee member to co-ordinate activities on
each length. We would be happy for more people to take responsibility
for short lengths of the canal - to look after the recording programme
and to make contact with local societies, such as local history societies,
whose interests could include the canal.
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